
   SEVEN SEAS

Alice in the Country of Hearts: 
Love Labyrinth of Thorns
Story by QuinRose; 
Art by Aoi Kurihara

Explore the stormy romance between Alice and the  
grim Clockmaker!

Seven Seas is pleased to present Alice in the Country of Hearts: 
Love Labyrinth of Thorns, a oneshot volume that focuses on the 
fan-favorite character of Julius the Clockmaker. As this manga 
is an alternate retelling of the “hearts” storyline, it can be read 
independently of the original Alice in the Country of Hearts series.

Alice in the Country of Hearts: Love Labyrinth of Thorns chronicles 
the further adventures of Alice as she goes deeper down the 
rabbit hole. Like the other New York Times bestselling books in 
the Alice in the Country of Clover series, this new volume is an 
oversized edition that features impressive artwork and color 
pinups. 

U nwillingly drawn into the Country of Hearts, Alice decides 
to make the Clocktower her home. However, the volatile 

relationship between Alice and Julius the Clockmaker does not 
make her stay easy. Just when she thinks she’s had enough, 
other players who vie for Alice’s heart enter the picture: the 
dream demon Nightmare, and the dashing Ace of Hearts. Who 
will Alice choose?

Praise for Alice in the Country of Hearts:

“ It may be impossible to beat Lewis Carroll at his own game,  
but as Alice in the Country of Hearts shows, there are still ways  
to succeed.”  —ANIME NEWS NETWORK

                              
QuinRose is a Japanese game developer who created the Alice 
franchise of video games, which spun off into novels, manga, 
and an anime feature film.

Aoi Kurihara is a Japanese manga artist known for her work on 
Hetalia fan comics.

MARKETING PLANS:
�� Promotion on Seven Seas website 

gomanga.com
�� Promotion on twitter.com/gomanga 

and facebook.com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626920-54-5
$13.99
($15.99 Canadian)
5.8” x 8.2”/ 192 pages
Age: OT (16+)

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Alice in the Country of Clover: 
Cheshire Cat Waltz, vol. 4 (3/13)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-10-2
$13.99 ($15.99 CAN)
Alice in the Country of Clover: 
Cheshire Cat Waltz, vol. 3 (11/12)
ISBN: 978-1-935934-93-6
$13.99 ($15.99 CAN)
Alice in the Country of Clover: 
Cheshire Cat Waltz, vol. 2 (9/12)
ISBN: 978-1-935934-92-9
$13.99 ($15.99 CAN)
Alice in the Country of Clover: 
Cheshire Cat Waltz, vol. 1 (7/12)
ISBN: 978-1-935934-91-2
$13.99 ($15.99 CAN)
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   SEVEN SEAS

Dragonar Academy, vol. 2
Story by Shiki Mizuchi 
Art by Ran

Anime series coming in 2014!

For fans of magic schools, fantastical creatures, and harem 
comedies comes Dragonar Academy, an all-new manga series 
about a boy who is trying to tame an unruly—and very pretty—
dragon.

Dragonar Academy began in Japan as a popular light novel 
series and has since been adapted into an ongoing manga series 
and an upcoming anime series set to air in early 2014. Dragonar 
Academy is sure to appeal to fans of comedic fantasies like Zero’s 
Familiar and The Sacred Blacksmith. Each volume is delightfully 
illustrated and includes color inserts.

Learning to ride and tame dragons comes easy to most students 
at Ansarivan Dragonar Academy—except for first-year student 

Ash Blake, who is known by his fellow classmates as the “number 
one problem child.” Poor Ash is the laughingstock at school 
because, despite his unfashionably large star-shaped brand that 
marks him as a future dragon master, he has nothing to show for it. 
His dragon has never appeared.

Until now, that is. One fateful day, Ash’s dragon awakes in full 
glory, but appears different than any dragon ever seen before—in 
the form of a beautiful girl! What’s worse, Ash soon discovers that 
this new dragon has attitude to spare, as she promptly informs him 
that she is the master, and he, the servant. 

Ash’s problems with dragon riding have only just begun.

Shiki Mizuchi is a Japanese light novel author best known for 
Dragonar Academy.

Ran is a Japanese manga artist who wrote and illustrated Maid 
War Chronicle and worked with writer Ken Akamatsu (Love Hina, 
Negima) as the artist on Mao-chan.

MARKETING PLANS:
�� Promotion at Seven Seas 

website gomanga.com
�� Promotion on twitter.com/

gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626920-16-3
$12.99 ($14.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.125”/ 192 pages
Age: OT (16+)
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ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Dragonar Academy��YRO����
(2/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-04-0
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)
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   SEVEN SEAS

Kanokon Omnibus 7-9
Story by Katsumi Nishino
Art by Rin Yamaki

528-page conclusion to the foxiest manga series ever!

For fans of Inukami! comes a harem comedy manga about a 
teenage boy and his romantic misadventures with a feisty fox 
girl and wily wolf girl. Kanokon orginated as an award-winning 
light novel series in Japan and was then adapted into a popular 
anime and manga series.

This omnibus edition contains the final volumes 7-9 of the 
Kanokon manga series. Seven Seas is pleased to publish 
Kanokon for the first time in North America and will release the 
entire series in four omnibus editions, each containing color 
inserts.

Innocent country boy Oyamada Kouta is about to lose his 
innocence forever. After transferring to a big city high school in 

his freshman year, Kouta quickly becomes embroiled in a world 
of crazy. First, a beautiful second-year student named Chizuru 
hands him a love letter. Kouta can hardly believe his luck, but 
when he meets up with her after class, he gets an even bigger 
surprise: the busty babe not only has the perfect body—but a set 
of fox ears and a tail. He soon learns that his new school hides a 
shocking secret: it is full of yokai, animal spirits who pose as 
humans, each with their own agenda!

Katsumi Nishino is a light novel author best known as the writer 
of the Kanokon novels and manga.

Rin Yamaki is best known as the artist of the Kanokon manga 
series.

MARKETING PLANS:
�� Promotion at Seven Seas 

website gomanga.com
�� Promotion on twitter.com/

gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN-13: 978-1-626920-12-5
$20.99
($23.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.125”/ 528 pages
Age: OT (16+)
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ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Kanokon Omnibus 5-6 (12/13)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-82-9
$18.99 ($21.99 CAN)

Kanokon Omnibus 3-4 (8/13)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-36-2
$18.99 ($21.99 CAN)

Kanokon Omnibus 1-2 (4/13)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-35-5
$18.99 ($21.99 CAN)

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Omnibus 1-2 Omnibus 3-4 Omnibus 5-6
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   SEVEN SEAS

Mayo Chiki!, vol. 6
Story by Hajime Asano; Art by Neet

The over-the-top harem comedy continues!

For fans of wacky gender-benders like Kashimashi, rollicking 
harem comedies like Inukami!, and over-the-top high school 
romances like Toradora!, comes an all new zany manga series: 
Mayo Chiki!

Mayo Chiki! started as a light novel series in Japan and has 
been adapted into a hit manga series and a popular anime 
on Japanese TV.

Kinjiro Sakamachi is a “normal” seventeen-year-old boy 
who happens to suffer from an abnormal fear of women, 

otherwise known as gynophobia. His phobia, which surfaces as 
an occassional nosebleed, has been kept more or less under 
control...until now.

A fateful visit to the school bathroom turns Kinjiro’s world upside 
down, as he discovers the dashing and popular Konoe Subaru 
is actually a girl!?  What’s worse, the principal’s cruel and 
domineering daughter, Kanade Suzutsuki, has every reason to 
keep this secret from leaking out and makes it her life’s work to 
torment Kinjiro, while attempting to cure his gynophobia.

Is Kanade simply sadistic or does she really want to help Kinjiro 
overcome his fears?  It makes no difference to poor Kinjiro, 
because his life has just become a living hell.

Hajime Asano is an author of light novels whose best known work, 
Mayo Chiki!, has been adapted into a hit manga series and an 
anime.
 
Neet is a Japanese manga artist who is best known for Mayo 
Chiki!

MARKETING PLANS:
�� Promotion at Seven Seas 

website gomanga.com
�� Promotion on twitter.com/

gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626920-07-1
$12.99 ($14.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.173”/ 192 pages
Age: OT (16+)

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Mayo Chiki!, vol. 5 (3/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-06-4
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)
Mayo Chiki!, vol. 4 (11/13)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-76-8
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)
Mayo Chiki!, vol. 3 (7/13)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-34-8
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)
Mayo Chiki!, vol. 2 (3/13)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-18-8
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)
Mayo Chiki!, vol. 1 (12/12)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-05-8
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

9ROXPH�� 9ROXPH��
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   SEVEN SEAS

Monster Musume, vol. 3
Story & Art by OKAYADO

Monsters in mini-skirts!

Monster Musume is an all-new manga series that presents the 
classic harem comedy with a fantastical twist: the female cast of 
characters that tempts our male hero is comprised of exotic and 
enticing supernatural creatures like lamias, centaurs and harpies!

Monster Musume will appeal to fans of supernatural comedies 
like Inukami! and harem comedies like Love Hina. Each volume is 
lavishly illustrated and includes a color insert.

What do world governments do when they learn that 
fantastical beings are not merely fiction, but flesh and blood 

—not to mention feather, hoof, and fang? Why, they create 
new regulations, of course! “The Interspecies Cultural Exchange 
Accord” ensures that these once-mythical creatures assimilate 
into human society...or else!

When hapless human twenty-something Kurusu Kimihito becomes 
an involuntary “volunteer” in the government homestay program 
for monster girls, his world is turned upside down. A reptilian lamia 
named Miia is sent to live with him, and it is Kimihito’s job to tend 
to her every need and make sure she integrates into his everyday 
life. While cold-blooded Miia is so sexy she makes Kimihito’s blood 
boil with desire, the penalties for interspecies breeding are dire. 

Even worse, when a buxom centaur girl named Centorea and 
a scantily-clad harpy named Papi move into Kimihito’s house, 
what’s a full-blooded young man with raging hormones to do?!

OKAYADO is a Japanese manga artist and author who is best 
known for Monster Musume.

MARKETING PLANS:
�� Promotion at Seven Seas 

website gomanga.com
�� Promotion on twitter.com/

gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626920-31-6
$12.99 ($14.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.173”/ 192 pages
Age: OT (16+)
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ALSO AVAILABLE: 

Monster Musume��YRO���
(1/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-03-3
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

Monster Musume��YRO����
(10/13)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-90-4 
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)
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   SEVEN SEAS

My Boyfriend is a Vampire, vol. 13-14
Story and art by Han Yu-Rang

“A compulsively readable book.”        —ANIME NEWS NETWORK

The wacky gender-bender vampire romance comes to a thrilling 
conclusion in this 320-page final installment of My Boyfriend is a 
Vampire. 

Being beautiful is never easy, especially if you’re an eighteen- 
year-old boy like Ryu who is constantly mistaken for a girl 

because of his delicate good looks. Ryu is, in fact, anything but 
delicate. He is the ringleader of a group of tough kids in an 
all-boys school, and he’s quick to beat the living daylights out of 
anyone who even hints that he resembles a girl.

If that wasn’t hard enough for a regular teenage guy to cope 
with, his life is about to take a shocking turn for the worse. When 
Ryu stumbles upon strange happenings in the forest, he gets 
sucked into a world of vampire intrigue and sinister romance that 
he never knew existed. And he learns that there are worse things 
than being turned into a vampire: being turned into a girl?!  

Han Yu-Rang, the author/artist of My Boyfriend is a Vampire, 
is a prolific Korean comics creator whose works focus on shoujo 
themes.

MARKETING PLANS:
�� Promotion at Seven Seas 

website gomanga.com
�� Promotion on twitter.com/

gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626920-10-1
$17.99
($19.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.173”/ 320 pages
Age: T (13+)

ALSO AVAILABLE:
My Boyfriend is a Vampire, vol. 11-12
(1/14)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-87-4
$17.99 ($19.99 CAN)
My Boyfriend is a Vampire, vol. 9-10
(9/13)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-45-4
$17.99 ($19.99 CAN)
My Boyfriend is a Vampire,  vol. 7-8
(4/13)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-27-0
$17.99 ($18.99 CAN)
My Boyfriend is a Vampire,  vol. 5-6
(7/12)
ISBN: 978-1-935934-77-6
$15.99 ($18.50 CAN)

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

9ROXPH���� 9ROXPH���� 9ROXPH���� 9ROXPH����
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   SEVEN SEAS

Zero’s Familiar Chevalier, vol. 1
Story by Noboru Yamaguchi;
Art by Yukari Higa

The sequel to the hit manga series about a witch and her 
teenage manservant

Zero’s Familiar Chevalier is a four-volume sequel series to the 
popular Zero’s Familiar manga series about a headstrong witch 
girl and her quarrelsome relationship with a teenage boy.

Zero’s Familiar originated as a light novel series in Japan and 
was then adapted into a hit anime. The box set of the anime is 
available in North America from FUNimation. The popular Zero’s 
Familiar franchise has also spawned three video game spin-offs 
and two manga spin-off series.

Each volume of Zero’s Familiar Chevalier is adorably illustrated 
and contains color pinups.

Summoned by mistake to the wonderful world of Halkeginia by 
the bumbling witch Louise “the Zero,” Saito’s role as Louise’s 

familiar has had its share of ups and downs. At first an unwilling 
servant, Saito gradually develops feelings for his headstrong 
mistress Louise, and she, too, has begun to reciprocate. But life 
keeps getting in the way of a possibly budding relationship.

Now, Louise and her friends are embroiled in a full-scale war, and 
must defend the land of Tristain at all costs. Can Saito prove 
himself in battle to Louise, and win her heart once and for all?

Praise for the Zero’s Familiar anime:

“Romance that […] features strong, likeable leads, and doesn’t 
skimp on the little emotional jabs.”  —ANIME NEWS NETWORK

Noboru Yamaguchi is the author of Zero’s Familiar novels and 
manga and the Strike Witches light novels. 

Yukari Higa is a manga artist known for such works as Magical 
Record Lyrical Nanoha Force.

MARKETING PLANS:
�� Promotion at Seven Seas 

website gomanga.com
�� Promotion on twitter.com/

gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626920-41-5
$12.99
($14.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.125”/ 175 pages
Age: T (13+)

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Zero’s Familiar Omnibus 6-7 (1/14)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-88-1
$18.99 ($21.99 CAN)
Zero’s Familiar Omnibus 4-5 (9/13)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-67-6
$18.99 ($21.99 CAN)
Zero’s Familiar Omnibus 1-3 (5/13)
ISBN: 978-1-934876-07-7
$19.99 ($22.99 CAN)
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